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THE CARD GAME WITH 
EVER-CHANGING RULES!

Fluxx® is 
Looney Labs’ signature  

card game. Fluxx is different  
every time you play because 
you get to change the rules! 

It’s easy, hilarious, and  
addictive. As soon as a 

player wins, the others will 
demand a rematch. Over 

4 million copies have been 
sold, with special editions 

covering dozens of topics... 
from Anatomy to Zombies!

Check out all of these themed Fluxxes!

EDUCATIONAL FLUXXES



FLUXXES FOR EVERY FANDOM!



TIME TRAVEL GAMESLOTS OF LOONACY!

Star Trek Chrono-Trek
In this version of Chrononauts, 2-6 players 
become classic Star Trek characters from 
(almost) every era of the franchise, each 
seeking to find a way back to their version 
of reality by changing Star Trek history.

Chrononauts
Chrononauts is a many-layered time travel 
game that enables players to alter historic 

realities in the 20th century and collect  
artifacts from the past or the future. It can 

    be played solo or with up to five others!

Early-American Chrononauts
Time travel moves into another century! 

It’s got everything you love about the 
original game, but now in the 1800’s. 

Combine with Chrononauts for a multi- 
century experience called  

ÜberChrononauts!

Time Breaker
It’s a chase across time to catch a chrono- 
criminal! 2-5 players become Time Agents 
racing to capture the Time Breaker and 
bring them back to Time Repair HQ before 
someone else does!

Loonacy
A maniacal matching card game where 
everyone plays at once. Empty your hand 
first to win! Illustrated with beloved images 
from a dozen different versions of Fluxx.  
For 2-5 players.

                                                Custom Loonacy
You can create your own custom deck of Loonacy
cards for just $10 at customloonacy.com. They are 
great for personalized gifts! Ask us about our pricing  
if you are interested in buying an entire short run of 1,000  
games for corporate gifts or marketing  
options for small businesses. 

Mary Engelbreit Loonacy
This version of Loonacy showcases  
the adorable artwork of the critically 
acclaimed “Queen of Cute” illustrator, 
Mary Engelbreit. 

You can also play  
several classic card games with  

your Loonacy deck, so don’t forget to check out 
looneylabs.com/more-Loonacy for more information!



LOONEY PYRAMIDS

Pyramid Arcade
 It’s a complete game library in 
  one box! Contains 90 of our   

   signature gaming pyramids   

    along with all the special bits  
     and instructions needed to play 
      22 different tabletop games.
       Some are easy, some complex.                

        Endless fun for 2-10 players!

Zendo 
A Mensa award winning game of 

inductive logic where players observe 
patterns and test their hypotheses to 
discover the moderator’s secret rule.

                 Pink Hijinks
                                A roll of the die determines which  
                                  piece(s) to move while attempting   
                                   to fill your row with three of the  
                                 same-sized pyramids. This game  
           for two only takes 15 minutes, and features 
  a new color... pink!

Nomids
An introductory game with for 2-10 players. 
Everyone starts with 3 pyramids.  The first 
player to get rid of them all –  to have no 
‘mids – is the winner!

Ice Duo
A pair of very different  two-player games; 
 a press-your-luck style dice game, and a 

secret goal strategy game!

Martian Chess
An out-of-this-world game in which  
color has no meaning and position is  
everything! It also adds a brand-new 
pyramid color, Martian Red!
For 2 players.

Homeworlds
Homeworlds is a deep abstract strategy 

game of perfect information, resource 
management, and galactic war. Can you 

destroy your opponent’s Homeworld 
before their space fleet reaches yours?



FAMILY AND PARTY GAMES FOR ALL AGES!

Choose One 
How well do you know the other players? 

Can you predict what they will choose? 
Do they prefer Chocolate or Vanilla? Cats 
or Dogs? Bagpipes or Kazoos? For 3-10 

players. Contains 300 
choices to be made!

Get the MacGuffin
In this always-quick card game, 2-11 players 
must make the best use of the few cards they 
are dealt to keep themselves in the game until 
the very end. Some cards are powerful, others 
not so much. The coveted MacGuffin can 
make all the difference!

Mad Libs: The Game 
It’s a party game for 3-8 players based on 
Mad Libs®, the world’s most popular word 

game. Fill in the funny using cards that 
capture all the unexpected silliness of the 

classic activity books.

Are You a Robot? 
I am NOT a robot!! Are you? Find out who’s really 

a human in this two-minute social deduction 
game for two or three players! Combine  

multiple copies to play with bigger groups!

Nanofictionary 
What’s your story? Players combine  
character, setting, problem, and resolution 
cards to create a  
unique tale to tell.

Just Desserts 
It’s a dessert party! But we are the wait-staff.  
Be the first to serve a full group of finicky 
guests, each of whom is craving a different 
selection of mouth-watering desserts. 
For 2-6 players. 

Aquarius and Seven Dragons 
Similar games with very different artwork,

     these domino-style card games feature  
                  secret goals and include rules for 
      playing with children as young as 3. 
 Aquarius has sixties-style artwork of the 
elements (earth, air, fire, water, and space).
        Seven Dragons features paintings by 
                                                     famed dragon master  
                                                                          Larry Elmore!

       Interested in more,
      uh... mature versions of our 
      games? Look for our Adults Only imprint! 
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